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Abstract 
Symmetry-based explanations using symmetry breaking (SB) as the key explanatory tool 
have complemented and replaced traditional causal explanations in various domains of 
physics. The process of spontaneous SB is now a mainstay of contemporary explanatory 
accounts of large chunks of condensed-matter physics, quantum field theory, nonlinear 
dynamics, cosmology, and other disciplines. A wide range of empirical research into various 
phenomena related to symmetries and SB across biological scales has accumulated as well. 
Led by these results, we identify and explain some common features of the emergence, 
propagation, and cascading of SB-induced layers across the biosphere. These features are 
predicated on the thermodynamic openness and intrinsic functional incompleteness of the 
systems at stake and have not been systematically analyzed from a general philosophical and 
methodological perspective. We also consider possible continuity of SB across the physical 
and biological world and discuss the connection between Darwinism and SB-based analysis 
of the biosphere and its history. 
Keywords: Symmetry breaking; Phase-transitions; Open systems; Homochirality; 
Biosphere. 
1 Introduction 
We are all intuitively aware of the bilateral or mirror symmetry of our bodies on the left 
and right sides on the (mid)sagittal plane. Two other planes, transverse (horizontal) and 
coronal (frontal), have asymmetric attributes along the craniocaudal (anteroposterior) and 
dorsoventral axes. By the same token, biologists studying unicellular organisms have located 
various polarities that affect both their morphology and functionality, while those studying the 
structure of tissues have identified asymmetric traits. Yet attempts to develop a general idea 
of the role of symmetry and symmetry breaking (SB) in biology have been ignored or 
dismissed as forced attempts to return to a pre-Darwinian way of thinking. It is even more 
difficult to develop such an idea at the molecular level. 
In physics, however, symmetry and symmetry breaking have been used as a conceptual 
tool to identify subatomic particles and their properties for many decades. In fact, the 
convergence of theory describing particle properties and group theory is the foundation of the 
Standard Model of particle physics. The same convergence of constituent properties and their 
symmetries explained by group theory facilitated the understanding of solid-state physical 
phenomena, and, consequently, of materials science (e.g. Elliott and Dawber 1985).  
The inherent link between physical conservation laws and group theory was first spelled 
out by Emmy Noether and has since been elaborated on by such giants of modern physics as 
Eugene Wigner, Kenneth Wilson, Chen-Ning Yang, Steven Weinberg, and others. That sort 
of account of micro-physical properties has been an extremely fruitful pursuit in mathematical 
physics, but it has also been used across the field to explain a diverse range of physical 
phenomena. The majority of the great discoveries in the last half century, like graphene or 
Higgs’ boson, would have been inconceivable without understanding the role of symmetry in 
physics. 
Although asymmetric structures of living matter are obvious at the scale of organisms, 
studying them by attempting to comprehensively connect the roles they play across biological 
levels is not yet part of a detailed research program. However, a wide range of empirical 
research into various phenomena related to symmetries and symmetry breaking across 
biological scales has accumulated over the last two decades. These diverse studies utilize 
various notions of symmetry breaking as both a theoretical and an explanatory tool. This 
invites exploration of possible common, systemic traits, as well as links with symmetry 
breaking in the microphysical world. 
We start this paper with a succinct characterization of symmetry-based explanations in 
physics as they complement and, in many instances, replace the traditional causal explanatory 
framework. Next, we briefly turn to symmetry breaking (SB) in physical systems and explain 
the basic concepts of open systems and phase changes crucial to applying the concept of SB 
in biology. Then, based on this theoretical framework, we identify the basic structure of SB 
layers in the biosphere, starting with a detailed account of homochirality; we discuss the 
propagation of SB layers and explain their cascading across the biosphere’s levels. Finally, 
we conjecturally consider the possible continuity of SB across the physical and biological 
world and discuss the connection between Darwinism and SB-based analysis of the biosphere. 
2 Symmetries and symmetry breaking in physics and in 
biology: a general framework 
2.1 Causal and symmetry-based explanations in physics 
To show how explanations based on symmetries and symmetry breaking compare to the 
traditional explanations of physical phenomena in their causal determination, we begin with 
an example. The tentative relationship between these two kinds of explanations and the 
explanatory gain when the former is used are already apparent in the simple case of a planet 
revolving around the Sun (as accounted for in classical physics, in particular, celestial 
mechanics).  
The relevant physical parameters in this case are the position and velocity of the planet. 
Position and velocity are measurable physical properties; their measurement creates a set of 
values which describe a state in a physical system. In classical mechanics, the phase space 
consists of all possible states, i.e. values of position and velocity. In the case of an elliptic 
trajectory, the position and velocity of the planet vary continuously, but the surface of circle 
sectors swept out by the planet turning around the Sun will not change within equal intervals 
of time, expressing the conservation of mechanical energy (Kepler’s second law) – an 
invariant quantity corresponding to symmetry (Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1. A simple example of symmetry invariance in physics. The imaginary line joining the center of the planet to the 
center of the Sun sweeps out the same circle sector in equal intervals of time. The arrows depict the direction of rotation and 
the distance the planet travels in a given interval of time. 
A physical state is a theoretical posit; although observable, it is not merely an empirical 
posit. It is, in a sense, nothing but a value expressed by a variable, or by a function in a 
differential equation. Thus, an observed event cannot be simply reduced to a physical state1.  
Now, should causal relations describe the observed anteriority of an event A to another 
event B (Figure 1)? And should we say that the Sun is the cause of the planet’s movement? 
The answer is not simple because, at the same time, the planet is interacting with the Sun, 
thanks to the principle of equality between action and reaction. Strictly speaking, all we know 
is a causal correlation, or a differential cause, not simply a cause. However, in a reference 
system (that is, where one thing is always relative to another), we observe that the planet is 
moving around the Sun, because of the increase and the decrease in the velocity of the planet 
and its distance from the Sun. In this case, we can say that an effect (the movement of the 
planet) cannot occur before its differential cause (the interaction with the Sun). As such, the 
causality principle works in all classical theories in physics. And it leads to the representation 
of time as an arrow coming from past and going to the future.2 
In contrast to such a causal explanatory account, the system can be deemed determinate if 
there is some kind of physical hierarchical dependency relationship between the structure and 
the states of a local system. A change of states in the system will never affect the structure in 
                                                 
1 Moreover, physical states and observed events may be treated as synonymous in classical mechanics, but 
certainly not in quantum physics. 
2 Even Minkowsky’s light-cone is compatible with such a representation. If the Sun were to magically vanish, 
the Earth would have revolved around nothing for further 8.3 minutes, before propagation of causal influence 
would cause it to continue its inertial motion along the tangent. Adding relativity constrains the spatiotemporal 
volume of possible observations, but our interpretation of the physical state easily accommodates such 
constraint. 
such a way that there is an asymmetrical relationship between states and structure. Expressed 
in classical physics as a symmetry group, this configuration encodes symmetry features as a 
set of transformations and their combinations that leave the object (structure) as unchanged 
(conserved). 
Symmetries have a conservative nature because they are transformations that can be 
inverted (Fraassen, 1989; Longo et al., 2012). For instance, in our example and thanks to the 
system’s symmetry invariance, when the distance to the Sun increases, the velocity of the 
planet decreases, so the mechanical energy always remains the same. More technically, 
symmetries by time-translation are associated with energy-conservation, as initially suggested 
by Noether’s theorem. Strictly speaking, such a compositional, hierarchical, and mediated 
relation between states and structure cannot be treated causally, because the space-time path 
of the elements coexists with the space-time path of the structure. The structure will not exist 
before the states and vice versa.   
The epistemic and explanatory gain in the latter account is that we can predict a final state 
of the system from initial conditions, if we know what relevant symmetries the change of the 
system is invariant to – and not only if we know differential causes. The prediction is based 
on the theoretical and mathematical structure at work in a natural system. This is not simply 
an empirically based causal account in the sense of identifying differential causes (as e.g. 
David Hume believed). 
2.2 Phase transitions in thermodynamically open systems and 
symmetry breaking 
Biological systems are thermodynamically open systems characterized by critical 
transitions and phase changes. These characteristics play a crucial role in symmetry breaking, 
so we need to explain them briefly to explicate the notion and the explanatory role of 
symmetry breaking in biology. 
Thanks to the aforementioned link between symmetry groups and physical structure, one 
class of theoretical physical systems can be characterized as closed and conservative (Nicolis 
and Prigogine, 1989). “Closure” is coextensive with completeness: put otherwise, there is no 
physical state that cannot be fully determined by its relationship to the physical structure 
thanks to the connection between the symmetry groups and the principles of conservation. In 
our example of a planet orbiting the Sun, closure is expressed by the use of the Hamiltonian 
operator “H” (“q” and “p” are positions and velocities): 
¶H
¶p
=
dq
dt
 (1) 
−
¶H
¶q
=
dp
dt
 (2) 
“Conservation” means that a change of a state in the system will never affect the structure 
when every change of the state is at the same time determined by the structure, thanks to the 
condition given in equation (1). To put it slightly differently, the relationship between a state 
and the structure is not adequately described simply as a causal one, because the structure 
cannot be treated as an effect of any change; rather, it “picks out” the condition for every 
change: 
dH
dt
=  0 (3) 
Therefore, the necessary condition for the conservation laws to obtain in a system is the 
system’s closure, that is, its completeness. It should be noted that the presence of conservative 
principles constitutes the difference between a law of nature, like “every body is heavy”, and 
a universal proposition, like “every crow is black”, without any abstruse or artificial 
speculation on counterfactual conditionals. The statement “every crow is black” is not 
integrated into a compositional structure expressed by the use of symmetry groups and 
conservative principles; thus, it is not a law of nature. This point was emphasized by French 
physicist Pierre Duhem (1902) and Austrian physicist Ernst Mach at the beginning of the 20th 
century but has been lost in contemporary philosophy of science, perhaps because of its focus 
on the semantic and logical analysis of scientific theories. 
In this sense, completeness characterizes any closed system, but it is certainly not an 
essential property of the physical world in general. In fact, advances across the scientific 
disciplines, from cosmology to computer science to geosciences, have led to the realization 
that the vast majority of physical systems are open systems. It is not surprising, then, that a 
distinction was made between “closed” and “open” thermodynamic systems (von 
Bertalanffy’s individual growth model; Von Bertalanffy and Sutherland, 1974) before this 
distinction was developed and expressed by theoretical physicists (Nicolis and Prigogine, 
1977).  
The concept of a closed system in physics is simply a strong idealization, nothing but the 
expression of the fact that macroscopic thermodynamics cannot be fully recovered by 
Statistical Mechanics without the use of infinite idealizations because phase transitions, a 
widespread and basic physical phenomenon, can occur only in open thermodynamic systems, 
in either a weak (energy exchanges) or a strong (matter and energy exchanges) use of this 
term. Examples are ubiquitous and diverse and include phenomena like changes from solids 
to fluids and vice versa (e.g. in the case of water and ice), dissolution and crystallization (e.g. 
carbohydrates or amino acids), or the racemization of amino acids (Figure 2). 
Such phase transitions essentially “break” the usual framework of Statistical Mechanics. 
The difficulty of accounting for phase transitions can be overcome by taking “thermodynamic 
limit” into account. For an infinite idealized system of particles occupying an infinite volume, 
the partition function Z characterizing its physical structure can harbor singularities. Yet, as 
pointed out by Callender (2001), phase transitions occur in finite systems in nature: “Phase 
transitions — as understood by statistical mechanics — can only occur in infinite systems, yet 
the phenomena that we are trying to explain clearly occur in finite systems” (2001, p. 549).  
Such physical systems are, in effect, incomplete because the characterization of the states 
of the system does not simply depend on the system’s internal physical structure (Nicolis and 
Prigogine, 1989), and singularities that are not directly analytically solved can appear in it. 
These physical systems also depend on boundary conditions: a flow equation characterizing 
the relation between the systems and their boundary conditions can be drawn, but it exhibits 
singularities at critical points, and such systems will not conserve their initial structures.  
In other words, these systems exhibit symmetry breaking (SB) at the critical point of phase 
transition. Unlike the classical systems in physics, SB cannot be explained by an inherent 
relationship between appropriate symmetry groups and conservation principles. Instead, at the 
critical point, SB exhibits new global properties expressed by order parameters, like the loss 
of entropy, clustering distribution indices, or infinite correlation length.3  
    
                                                 
3 It should be noted that we could characterize phase changes, such as the phases water takes up, as symmetry 
changes rather than symmetry breaks since the system can turn back to the previous change with a simple 
rotation (Montévil et al. 2016). Yet we opt to characterize this change as SB because the characteristics of the 
phase changes we describe here contrast with those of classical systems. This does not substantially contradict 
the characterization of Montévil et al. 2016 – only the focus is different. In biological systems, as we will see, 
the system that undergoes SB cannot go back (while maintaining the biological function and coherence of a 
living unit) to the previous phase by simple transformation. 
 Figure 2. Convection patterns formed during phase-change: Rayleigh–Bénard (thermal) convection occurs in a horizontal 
layer of fluid heated from below. A regular pattern of convection cells is known as Bénard cells. Notice the small “glitch” in 
the pattern where cells are not hexagonal – a tiny dent in the copper plate can change the pattern. 
 
Thus, the dynamics of the system are not fully explained by the initial structure - that 
structure should be invariant under any transformation with respect to the symmetries defined 
by an appropriate symmetry group. In fact, the structure of the system at the critical point is a 
result of the system’s operations, not the structure itself. This sort of physical change can only 
be accounted for by some kind of fixed point equation using the sophisticated technique of 
renormalization groups. As explained by Maris and Kadanoff (1978), “renormalization” (R) 
simply means “recursion relations” by means of which critical exponents can be calculated in 
a space of mappings:  
′R =   R (4) 
Note that this space of mappings (Collet and Eckmann, 2009; Lesne et al., 2014) is not the 
phase space used for classical theories in physics as this was sketched above. As we have 
pointed out, in this phase space, the structure of the system analyzed is nothing but the result 
of its operations.  
Following Montévil and Mossio, the new global properties that emerge over time in 
critical systems can be called constraints (Montévil and Mossio, 2015). Constraints are 
expressed by recursive fixed-point equations that permit us to calculate critical exponents that 
are simply the signature of the emergence of new global properties in a local system. 
Constraints are neither laws, nor universal properties. They only emerge in open physical 
systems submitted to specific boundary conditions. They cannot be determined by classical 
symmetry groups in a classical phase space. Constraints are not included in the laws of 
conservation, because they are context- and timescale-dependent. We cannot pretend that they 
obey the principle of covariance at work in classical physics, wherein: “[t]he equation is 
covariant if it is either true for all the frame of reference or for none” (Fraassen, 1989, p. 
281)4 . 
2.3 Symmetry breaking in biological open systems 
Now that we have defined the basic notions we need to understand SB in biology, we can 
look at some examples. The formation of homochirality in amino acids and carbohydrates, to 
which we turn shortly, is the basic SB relevant to the structure of the living world. For 
example, proteins are biological polymers with only L (no D) constituents of amino acids. 
Louis Pasteur used the homochirality of biomolecules as the defining property of life – this 
deserves more than a historical footnote, given the tremendous difficulties involved in the 
foundational project of defining life (Cleland, 2012; Cleland and Chyba, 2002). Pasteur’s 
early, and at the time radical, idea attests to the relevance of SB to biology on the molecular 
level and above.  
                                                 
4 As such, they can be defined as entities that control or regulate the activity of other entities (Montévil et al., 
2016). 
To return to the topic at hand, however, in this section, we make some general introductory 
remarks about SB in biology within the conceptual framework outlined in previous sections. 
We then explain the details of homochirality and identify the structure of various other SB 
layers in the biosphere.  
In general, we argue that the major difference between physical and biological open 
systems is that in the latter, we face extended criticality, i.e. protracted and intertwined 
multiple critical phase changes (Balian, 1998). A biological system is continuously generating 
new constraints through a continuous flow of symmetry breaking, causing its space of 
constraints to appear open-ended (Kauffman, 2000; Longo et al., 2012; Longo and Montévil, 
2014, 2011; Montévil et al., 2016). In other words, the space of constraints is not generic; 
neither, accordingly, is any specificity of evolutionary and ontogenic trajectories predictable.  
 
Figure 3. Hénon’s attractor, as an example of a strange attractor in dynamical systems. Hénon’s map is a product of 
relatively simple non-linear 2D transformations, but its long-term behavior during iterations produces extraordinarily 
complex phenomena (which we might call ‘patterns’). 
Unpredictability in dynamical physical systems is associated with sensibility to initial 
conditions, with topologic transitivity, and with density of periodic orbits. In contrast, in 
biology, unpredictability is associated with the fact that pathways and trajectories always 
occur in an open-ended space of constraints, and this space continuously regenerates itself 
(Figure 3). Thus, a biological system appears as a kind of autonomous device (Kauffman, 
2000) that is always regenerating and propagating itself through one or through multiple 
thermodynamic virtuous cycles.  
The first consequence of this regeneration is that such a system is incomplete because its 
structure and symmetries are continuously modified by the pathway and trajectories of the 
system itself. In other words, the synchronic structure of an extended critical system is 
continuously modified by its dynamics. To sum up, there are three interrelated aspects of 
functional incompleteness. First, the characterization of relevant systems does not simply 
depend on their internal physical structure; it depends on singularities (phase changes) that 
cannot be solved analytically and are highly sensitive to changes in initial conditions.  
Second, the systems regenerate themselves through the self-propagation of specific 
thermodynamic cycles; this way, they retain SB cycles as the preferred stable modifications. 
Third, due to these previous two characteristics, the transformation of such systems takes a 
unidirectional route; unlike certain simple systems (e.g. liquid water and ice by simple 
rotation), they cannot change back to the previous phase after SB by a simple symmetry 
transformation. 
The second, related consequence is that robustness is a secondary property of biological 
systems, not an essential one, if we define robustness as an “organizational closure” 
(Montévil and Mossio, 2015), or more generally as “stability with variation”. A biological 
system is structurally unstable, and organizational closure is only a consequence of various 
interactions between multiple biological systems. 
3 Symmetry breaking and its propagation in living systems 
In this section, we turn to concrete examples in the living world to show how the preceding 
theoretical points constitute a general and surprisingly simple pattern characterizing the cycle 
of life. One example that stands out among many is the Central Dogma of molecular biology, 
rightly regarded a classic case of SB by Koonin (2015). Yet since a detailed review of the 
scope of SB in living systems would be vast, in our exemplary discussion, we focused on the 
homochirality of biomolecules, first, because of its historical importance, i.e., its probable role 
in the origin of life, and second, because of the very transparent main features of the SB cycle 
that transpire in it. Section 4.1 contains other key examples that emerged in the cycle of the 
evolution of life.    
We focus on how the propagation of symmetry breaking and constraints might be related 
to specific biological devices at the molecular and developmental level and at the level of the 
biosphere (exaptation, Gould and Vrba 1982). We define “plasticity” as a propagative second 
order trait through which new constraints can be generated from old ones. Finally, we specify 
the link between plasticity, adaptability, and robustness when the development of organisms 
is performed in a space of constraints that is never completely closed on itself.  
3.1 Homochirality of biomolecules  
As noted in the previous section, the formation of homochirality in amino acids and 
carbohydrates appears to be the initial symmetry breaking (SB) propagated in the living world 
since its inception. Although amino acids and carbohydrates can occur in (L)- and (D)-forms 
(stereoisomers), life on Earth almost exclusively uses only (L)-amino acids and (D)- 
carbohydrates.5 This seems to be a simple case of a phase change (Blackmond and 
Klussmann, 2007) exhibiting SB.  
 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of the mirror symmetry of two enantiomers L- and D-Alanine with the alpha carbon 
as a chiral center of the molecule, carboxylic acid group (COO-) on the top, and side chain (CH3) on the bottom (referring to 
a Fischer projection). If the amine group (NH3+) is on the left side of the carbon chain, the molecule is L oriented, and if it is 
on the right, the molecule is D oriented. Geometric shapes below the models of the molecules depict projections of three 
distinct constituents (three vertices of the tetrahedron) on the flat surface. 
In the mixture of enantiomers, pairs of molecules that are non-superimposable mirror each 
other (Figure 4). Their thermodynamic and physical properties (other than light polarization 
and, more importantly perhaps, their energy efficiency – see below) are invariant under the 
difference in chirality and are therefore used as a label: L and D enantiomers (like 0/1 in 
                                                 
5 Yet the terms left and right are part of the convention, like, for example, the right-hand (thumb) rule is in 
electromagnetism. Our hands preserve their property of chirality even when we cross them (with open palms 
facing us). 
binary code or head/tail of a coin; see Figure 5). If we consider the racemization process of N 
molecules of L and D enantiomers, a microstate 𝑥 is one particular picture of N enantiomers 
from a set of all possible (𝑤) microstates (𝑀𝑥) with associated probabilities (𝑃𝑥): 
𝑀𝑋 = {𝑚1, 𝑚2, … , 𝑚𝑖, … , 𝑚𝑤} (5) 
𝑃𝑋 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑖, … , 𝑝𝑤} (6) 
where 𝑤 = 2𝑁 (number of “ways”). Given that 𝑝(𝐿) = 𝑝(𝐷) = 0.5 (i.e. invariant under the 
difference in chirality) and 𝑝𝑖 = 1/𝑤, the maximum entropy (𝐿), following Gibbs-Shannon 
expression, 
𝑆 = − ∑ 𝑝𝑖 ln 𝑝𝑖
𝑤
𝑖=1
 , (7) 
becomes 𝐿 = ln 𝑤 = ln 2𝑁. If the change of entropy is expressed over the change of 
information Δ𝑆 = Δ𝐿 − Δ𝐼, then the “revised information theory” predicts a tendency towards 
the highest possible dynamic symmetry at higher temperatures (“information registration”) 
and the highest possible static symmetry (“information loss”) at lower temperatures. Put 
otherwise, although the static structure can be any of the 𝑤 microstates, when e.g. 
thermodynamic temperature is reduced, entropy can be increased through the spontaneous 
separation of different components (for a detailed mathematical explanation, see Lin 2001).  
 
Figure 5. Depiction of equilibrium between solid phase and solution phase and between (any) processes of the 
enantioselection and racemization of amino acids (adapted from Blackmond, 2010 and Lin, 2001). Boxed letters L and D 
represent solid phase enantiomeric molecules either as racemic compounds or as conglomerates; letters without boxes 
represent solution phase molecules in equilibrium with solid phase. The chirality of the two different enantiomers L and D 
can be used as a label, as relevant thermodynamic and physical properties other than light polarization are indistinguishable 
(or symmetric), much like two sides of a coin or 0/1 (given that p(L) = p(D) = 0.5). Thus, symmetry breaking can be 
characterized as a permanent shift between dynamic and static symmetry (in either direction). 
In a nutshell, hypotheses about the origin of the homochirality (‘enantioselection direction’ 
in Figure 5) of amino acids and carbohydrates, more specifically, their imbalance that is 
traditionally measured in terms of the enantiomeric excess (ee), can be divided into two broad 
categories: hypotheses on abiotic and biotic origins (Aruna, 2006; Meierhenrich, 2008). 
3.2 Abiotic origin of homochirality of amino acids 
The number of described mechanisms according to which asymmetry is a result of 
environmental conditions has grown in the past decade. The diversity of abiotic mechanisms 
increases the probability that any small (local) asymmetry created in an abiotic way could be 
amplified by an intervening biotic process, thus increasing the cell’s fitness (i.e. error-free 
translation process resulting in the stability of more complex proteins). 
3.2.1 Autocatalytic reaction coupled with polymerization 
After a long life as a purely theoretical concept originally described by Frank (1953), an 
autocatalytic reaction mechanism for the evolution of homochirality was confirmed in Soai’s 
(1995) reaction. In this reaction, autocatalysis is coupled with a form of “mutual antagonism”. 
Frank’s concept was further elucidated by Blackmond/Brown’s kinetic model as an inactive 
heterochiral dimer catalyst. As the model shows, a small nudge from the reaction product 
(catalyst) or other chiral molecules is needed to constantly and irreversibly direct the reaction 
toward enantioenrichment (Blackmond, 2010). 
Furthermore, according to the “polymerization on the rocks” theory (Orgel 1998), minerals 
provide Earth’s most chirally biased environments, i.e. environments promoting “mineral-
induced selection, concentration, and organization of prebiotic molecules into viable 
macromolecules” (Hazen, 2006). Not only do mineral-molecule interactions have a possible 
role to play in the origin of biochemical homochirality, but mineral-induced (i.e. non-
enzymatic) polymerization6 yields mole fractions of homochiral oligopeptide sequences larger 
than those calculated for a theoretical, random polymerization process (binomial distribution) 
(Hitz and Luisi, 2003). This phenomenon has also been demonstrated for an air-water 
interface and in the presence of liposomes (for comprehensive reviews, see Pressman, Blanco, 
and Chen 2015; Hazen and Sverjensky 2010). Furthermore, polymerization of same-handed 
molecules might be favored by chirality-induced spin polarization which places less repulsive 
symmetry constraints than opposite handedness (Kumar et al., 2017). 
3.2.2 Phase change models 
It has been suggested that the first enantiomeric imbalance7 might have been brought to 
Earth by the fractionation of organic space dust via sublimation (Blackmond and Klussmann, 
2007). Other possible mechanisms include chiral amnesia and crystal engineering phase 
behavior models; the former is based on a combination of the “Eve Crystal” model of 
crystallization for conglomerates and solution-phase racemization, and the latter is based on 
the thermodynamics of chiral compounds when they form relatively insoluble racemic 
compounds with small, achiral molecules incorporated in the crystal structure. Chiral amnesia 
results in the conversion of one enantiomer to the other, whereas crystal engineering merely 
partitions the existing molecules between phases (Blackmond, 2010).   
Moreover, “further amplification [of such initial enantiomeric imbalance] could take place 
in terrestrial aqueous pools, where solution–solid equilibrium might be established over time 
                                                 
6 Carbonyl diimidazole (CDI) and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDAC) are relevant to 
prebiotic chemistry (“polymerization on the rocks” protocol). 
7 In these cases, we assume 0% ee, in other words, equal concentrations of enantiomers. 
through cycles of rainfall and evaporation, leading to highly enantioenriched sublimates or 
solutions, respectively, for some amino acids”. Therefore, gas and solid phase transitions both 
provide “a plausible mechanism for partitioning or fractionation of enantiomer composition8 
through amplification of enantiomeric excess based on amino acid phase behavior” 
(Blackmond and Klussmann, 2007; Viedma, 2005).  
Either way, because of its persistence and amplification, especially during the initial stage 
of phase change, possibly due to adequate temperature, homochirality is the basic building 
layer of the life-cycle of the biosphere and, thus, represents a turning-point in the evolution of 
life. Theoretically speaking, in this case, we are dealing with the same singularities as in the 
phase changes described earlier, but grasping this phase change requires experimentation and 
modeling (Blackmond and Klussmann, 2007) as there is no neat overarching theoretical 
formal account. 
3.2.3 Photochemical model of enantioselection 
The Parity Violation theories of the origin of homochirality are motivated by the spirit of 
recent world-wide efforts in physics to elucidate charge-parity (CP) symmetry violation, 
matter-antimatter asymmetry, and the origin of dark matter. The theories are plausible, as an 
enantiomeric excess could be extraterrestrial in origin.  
Now, although the energy gap between enantiomers produced by parity violation is 
currently not detectable by any technique (Myrgorodska et al., 2017), we may not need such a 
technique, as the “one‐handedness” of biomolecules could be accomplished by an 
asymmetrical astrophysical process, namely, the interaction of circularly polarized ultraviolet 
radiation (UV-CPL) with amino acids/carbohydrates (Vester-Ulbricht processes; De 
                                                 
8 This also includes the differentiation of racemic compounds from conglomerates. 
Marcellus et al. 2011; Dreiling and Gay 2014), thus making one enantiomer more stable than 
the other (Yamagata processes; for comprehensive review, see Meierhenrich 2008). 
When we summarize many sources of evidence, including the enantioselective analysis of 
meteorites, the detection of circularly polarized electromagnetic radiation in star‐forming 
regions, and laboratory simulations of interstellar ices, we clearly see the correlation between 
laboratory simulations of photochemically induced ee values and cometary composition, 
providing support for photochirogenesis. We also recognize that stereo‐dictating elements of 
nucleic acids and proteins, sugars, and amino acids might have had a common precursor: 
chiral aldehydes (glyceraldehyde) (Myrgorodska et al., 2017). 
3.3 Biotic origin of homochirality of amino acids 
Both (D)- and (L)-amino acids (DAAs and LAAs, respectively) are synthesized by 
racemase enzymes and can be found at high concentrations in cells (for more references, see 
Bhatt, Soni, and Sharma 2016). Since the presence of DAAs can hamper the protein 
translational process, several cellular mechanisms are dedicated to protecting the process 
against possible errors in protein synthesis and in its secondary structure. These mechanisms 
include two types of enzymes: D-amino acid oxidase (dehydrogenase in bacteria and plants) 
(Wang et al., 2012) and D-Tyr-tRNA deacylase (or D-aa-tRNA deacylase, DTD) (Bhatt et al., 
2016; Hussain et al., 2006). Another mechanism is the ability of the ribosome’s peptidyl-
transferase center to discriminate the chirality of amino acids (Englander et al., 2015).  
D-amino acid oxidase is known to catalyze the oxidative deamination of neutral and basic 
DAAs and is responsible for chiral inversion. This “may be a remnant of evolution that 
favored chiral purity” (Aruna, 2006). For its part, DTD is a nearly universally conserved 
enzyme, responsible for the cleavage of the ester bond formed between DAAs and tRNA, 
leading to an error free translation process (Bhatt et al., 2016). Through a mutation in the 
existing enzyme, “nature has gained enantioselectivity by a very subtle change so that the 
same scaffold is used for binding opposite chiral molecules and employed in different 
functional contexts” (Hussain et al., 2006). Yet despite the existence of these mechanisms, a 
number of reports say organisms use DAAs, including a recent report on the first isolation of 
DAA-utilizing bacteria from deep-sea sediments (Kubota et al., 2016). 
The preference for LAA is notable in the chiral-selective aminoacylation of an RNA 
minihelix; this preference is possibly explained by the sterically restricted direction of the 
interaction and its further stabilization by Na+ and Mg2+ ions (Englander et al., 2015; Tamura, 
2011). It has also been demonstrated that compositionally simple peptides (i.e. short, without 
defined sequence) confer a critical phenotypic and adaptive advantage on the RNA self-
replication that occurs irrespective of chirality. By reducing RNA dependence on inorganic 
counterions (e.g. high concentrations of Mg2+), similar peptides might have helped an early 
RNA polymerase ribozyme in primordial RNA replication (Tagami et al., 2017). Even in the 
absence of initial enantiomeric excess and any chiral polarizations other than those arising 
from the chiral recognition between enantiomers, the nonlinear kinetics necessary for 
biological homochirality, called spontaneous mirror symmetry breaking, might have emerged 
along with RNA polymer selection mechanisms, as mathematical models show that more 
efficient self-replication will transition to homochirality (Jafarpour et al., 2017; Pressman et 
al., 2015; Ribó et al., 2017). 
3.4 Mirrored worlds 
Last but not least, a daring idea about a transition from a geochemical to a biochemical 
world that might have originated in two mirrored forms has been put forward (Ageno, 1972).  
Proteins composed entirely of DAAs and the achiral amino acid glycine are mirror images of 
their native counterparts composed of LAAs. Studies of interactions between antimicrobial 
proteins and achiral lipid bilayer membranes find that the bactericidal activity of (L)- and (D)-
forms of various proteins depends on whether they need to directly react with the lipid 
membrane to disrupt it (Zhao and Lu, 2014). 
Even the mirror image, cross-chiral replicating RNA molecules may have emerged 
together so that both enantiomers were utilized (Sczepanski and Joyce, 2014), until LAAs 
were selected in the primitive aminoacylation system (based on the stereochemistry of RNA), 
thus enforcing the homochirality of the peptide products (Tamura, 2011, 2008). Furthermore, 
a prebiotically plausible mixture of natural D-carbohydrates may have led to the 
enantioenrichment of natural LAA precursors, a suggestion that stresses the importance of  
the “synergy between carbohydrates and amino acids in processes for enantioenrichment in 
both classes of molecules” (recent results and review available in Wagner et al. 2017). 
However, although racemization equalizes the concentration of enantiomers, while raising 
the system’s entropy and lowering its free energy, through polymerization, any chiral system 
possessing free energy forms a new, higher structural level with the same type of symmetry 
but with an opposite sign of chirality (Malyshko and Tverdislov, 2016). It is striking that the 
α-helix secondary protein structure is right handed, as helices formed by natural amino acids 
and nucleotides are also predominantly right handed. The concentration and distribution of 
Na+, K+, and Mg2+ ions, along with water and pressure, are crucial for the stability and 
predominant handedness of nucleic acids (Pan et al., 2014). Even though they are made of 
asymmetric molecules, however, most homomeric protein complexes assemble at the 
quaternary level into energetically stable, rotationally symmetric structures (Bergendahl and 
Marsh, 2017; Plaxco and Gross, 2009).  
3.5 Homochirality scenarios 
The origin of homochirality in the structure of living matter has not been fully elucidated, 
but “scientists are now ‘spoilt for choice’ amongst possible explanations for how one 
enantiomer came to dominate over the other in biological molecules” (Blackmond, 2010; 
Blackmond and Klussmann, 2007). As we list them, homochirality origins may be abiotic, 
propagated due to persistence and amplification under specific conditions which were a result 
of abiotic circumstances. Or a statistical fluctuation could have determined the winner 
randomly. Or perhaps one of the enantiomers might have been more stable in terms of energy 
conservation, thus manifesting physical variance as a result of mirror-symmetry breaking 
already at the level of the physical properties of the individual molecule. If the latter is true, 
the chemical consequences of SB may have occurred even earlier than usually thought, at the 
level of the individual molecular structure, before the amplification of symmetry breaking 
through the aggregation of homochiral molecules.  
The fact that enantiomeric excess (ee) can be directed by experimental conditions sheds 
new light on a long debate on which conditions and/or processes could have led to the origin 
of homochiral protocell and which organic molecules were the first to break the symmetry. 
While highlighting various abiotic mechanisms for enantioenrichment, a comprehensive 
review by Blackmond (2010) points out that “the burden of chiral selectivity might have been 
shared [between abiotic and biotic factors] as complexity increased”.  Such a notion leaves 
the “open possibility that the prebiotic molecular pool need not have evolved completely to 
single chirality before the formation of the first biopolymer chains” so that “the origin of 
biological homochirality is [not] a separate and disjoint event” (Ribó et al., 2017).  
In line with this possibility, instead of simply accepting the causality principle whereby an 
effect (formation of enantiomerically pure polymers) cannot occur before its differential cause 
(starting from the enantiomerically pure mixture of monomers), we should also consider 
whether, at the critical point, SB exhibits some new global properties expressed by order 
parameters which emerge over time as constraints for further open-ended SB (Karunakaran et 
al., 2019). The most prominent example in physics is the spontaneous organization (self-
assembling) of individual building blocks into ordered structures. The structures arise from 
particles’ anisotropic shape and local order in the fluid. In contrast, the thermodynamic 
behavior of hard particles can be understood through entropy maximization (Damasceno et 
al., 2012).  
As mentioned above, the “revised information theory” associates entropy, similarity (and 
symmetry as a measure of indistinguishability) and information (related to distinguishability) 
and predicts that “the evolution of the universe in general and evolution of life in particular 
can be quantitatively considered as a series of symmetry breaking processes” (Lin, 2001). It 
should be emphasized that the concept distinguishes between static and dynamic symmetry 
over the set of all possible microstates (i.e. a macrostructure, see Equation 5) to define SB 
(see Figure 5), a distinction that agrees with Montévil’s more general concept of symmetry 
changes (2016)9. The “transference of spatial information on highly enantiopure polymers as 
a critical condition to support the dynamics in a self-organized biogenic system” has also been 
recently conceptually addressed (Cruz-Rosas et al., 2017). Thus, we might even arrive at a 
framework, according to which confinements or constraints could produce distinguishability 
(and information) for a specific property through the “unidirectional route of information 
transfer” (Koonin, 2015).10 
                                                 
9 See also Footnote 4. 
10 It should be noted that symmetries may not be apparent in biology before they are broken, in the same fashion 
in which they are apparent in physics, due to the complexity of the life cycle.  
4 Symmetry breaking across the life cycle 
4.1 The structure of the cycle of SB in the biosphere 
More detailed experimental and theoretical insights into the origins and propagation of 
homochirality are obviously necessary.  Yet irrespective of the exact origin and mechanism of 
propagation, we can sketch the general features of this basic layer of the biosphere.   
First, we can identify and analyze symmetry breakings (asymmetries) in biology 
functionally, i.e. synchronously and diachronically. These layers of the biosphere are singled 
out by relevant SB examples. Based on the scale at which they occur, the identified cases of 
SB can be classified in the following way: 
1. molecular: homochirality; 
2. sub-cellular: cytoskeleton assembly, ion gradients across the membranes; 
3. cellular: epithelial (apical-basal polarity), planar cell polarity, polarity of growth; 
4. tissue-related: actin filamentation, gastrulation (emergence of diploblasts vs. 
triploblasts); 
5. organism-related: left-right symmetry, inward/outward flow of matter and energy; 
6. species- and higher taxa-related: evolutionary radiations and extinctions.11 
Second, as explained above for the case of homochirality, a larger-scale SB can be a result 
of SB at a smaller scale. In fact, transitional mechanisms have been accounted for to a 
considerable detail across levels (Li and Bowerman, 2010). To outline some of the key 
findings, SB at the sub-cellular level leads to persistence in the growth of cells of a certain 
shape (Dworkin and Losick, 2001; Guberman et al., 2008). In addition, asymmetries related to 
mechanisms of microtubules and actin – i.e. their structural polarity – play a key role in the 
initial SB and thus determine the extent and persistence of the polarization of cells, as well as 
                                                 
11 The Central Dogma of molecular biology points out the key SB feature of the evolution of life.  
the polarized physical structure required for the key functions and processes of division and 
fusion (Irazoqui et al., 2003; Li and Gundersen, 2008; Wedlich-Soldner et al., 2003; Witte et 
al., 2008)12. Similarly, polarity of cytoskeletal filaments produces SB at the cellular level, 
streamlining the ways in which organelles and other molecular assemblies are transported 
(Iwasa and Mullins, 2007; Mullins, 2010; Yam et al., 2007)13. Finally, cell polarity will 
determine asymmetries at the level of the organism. The left-right vertebrate body 
asymmetries emerge due to the spatial properties of the cellular cilia (their composition, 
location, and orientation) that direct extracellular fluid (Aw and Levin, 2009; Hirokawa et al., 
2009; Li and Bowerman, 2010; Tabin and Vogan, 2003; Vogan and Tabin, 1999). To sum up, 
research results over the last two decades have demonstrated how cell polarity, originating 
from SB at the levels of cell filaments, enables or streamlines cell motility, growth, shape, and 
left-right asymmetry.  
All these SB mechanisms and transitions across levels are complex and require more 
detailed research. Each SB layer across levels of living systems has a different history, with 
unique details to be reconstructed in terms of its origin, stabilizing, and propagation. The 
plethora of possibilities places a major constraint on the determination of possible 
evolutionary trajectories. Yet based on what we already know about these cases, their stories 
are bound to be structurally similar. All face dilemmas similar to those of homochirality, 
irrespective of the details of their origin.  
More specifically, a general structure of the emergence of SB in biological systems can be 
expressed as the following: SB at one level seems to persist, propagate, and result in further 
                                                 
12 Li and Gundersen (2008) provide a review of mechanisms that underlie cell polarity via asymmetries, as well 
as a list of relevant references. 
13 See Mullins (2010) for a list of relevant references. 
SB at different scales by becoming a stable constraint (as defined previously). The three basic 
aspects and stages of SB propagation, then, can be characterized as:  
1. Persistence / Plasticity14  
2. Accumulation / Amplification 
3. Emergence of upper-scale SB 
We can set this structure within the general theoretical framework outlined in previous 
sections. As already explained, SBs are essentially phase changes at critical points in an open 
system (see Figure 6), and systems characterized by such SB will exhibit robustness. This will 
lead to the propagation of SB in the system in the form of a particular constraint, and, 
typically, an SB propagation that persists long enough will eventually become a layer in the 
web of cascading propagations of new SBs. For example, the molecules of a certain chirality 
that has accumulated over time and space will become the building blocks of every new stage 
of SB, as their accumulation and thus their amplification of a given macrostructure will lead 
to new SBs on other scales. Moreover, such emergent “assemblies” characterized by SB are 
plastic: they can potentially accumulate in various ways and lead to various novel SBs 
because they are essentially open systems (again, as characterized in detail in previous 
sections). Thus, in the case of living cells and multi-cellular organisms, the cascading levels 
start with the emergence of homochirality, continue with cytosceletal polarities, pass through 
tissue asymmetries, and go all the way to organismic asymmetries and radiation of taxa.  
                                                 
14 Plasticity includes preserving asymmetry through different structures and mechanisms (Li and Bowerman, 
2010, p. 3). 
 Figure 6. Life-cycle of the biosphere. The big loop flows from circumstances to constraints following the persistence and 
amplification of SB on one level and the emergence of new SB on upper scales. The small loop represents a dynamic system 
(with a chaotic attractor) that is locally unstable yet globally stable – such a circumstance can become a constraint (i.e. SB) 
but can also dictate how SB will cascade on upper levels. 
Now, we should bear in mind that this web of cascading SB expands in a space virtually 
free of constraints, given the plasticity of the web. The circumstances in which SB expands 
eventually assume the role of constraints once a new SB layer is formed, as represented by the 
small loop in Figure 6. We have specified the notion of functional incompleteness as a 
combination of three interrelated aspects (Section 2.3), but simply summed up, given that 
intuitively, completeness implies the absence of any "gaps" in a specific property (which is 
equal to a function in the case of living organisms), a web of cascading SB is thus functionally 
incomplete as it exhibits a resulting “unidirectional route of information transfer” (Koonin, 
2015) spanning all the levels.  
Yet it is clear, based on the diagram in Figure 6, that if, for the purposes of better 
understanding, we set aside the specific nature of gaps in the functional space of biological 
properties as defined by the criteria provided in Section 2.3 and discussed there in detail, the 
incompleteness of the life cycle is apparent on a more abstract level because of three 
interrelated global conditions. The first is that such a life cycle is open to abiotic 
environmental circumstances that can eventually assume the role of constraints. The second, 
and perhaps the most important one (also pointed out in Section 2.3), is that this global life 
cycle is plastic because it is propagating itself in a virtuous circle (represented by the big loop 
in Figure 6) through which it is continuously regenerated, irrespective of the underlying 
details of how this occurs or could alternatively occur (various SB phenomena, mechanisms 
and routes could provide this same global property). It should be noted that such an idea is 
substantially similar to the general idea of extended criticality. The third and final condition 
is, again, that such a cycle is functionally incomplete because of the resulting “unidirectional 
route of information transfer” (Koonin, 2015) spanning all the levels.  
To illustrate all this with an example, cytoskeletal mechanisms accumulate in such a way 
as to produce a very specific SB at the upper level (Mullins, 2010): e.g. the case of polarity of 
the cell resulting in left-right asymmetry, or the case of cilia in ciliate protozoa that can gather 
food only in a specific way, flapping their cilia from left to right to get food into the pouch, 
etc. Both external and internal factors play a role in this emergence of constraints, including 
the structure of the wider biochemical environment, stochasticity, and multiple feedback 
loops (Mullins, 2010). The entire biosphere, then, is an extended criticality cycle, a dynamic 
web of intertwined SB phase changes that continuously propagate. 
4.2 Conjecture: Continuity of symmetry breaking from microphysical 
to the living 
SBs in biology may be just an extension, albeit a complex one, of the entire cycle that 
started at the microphysical scale in the cosmological past. The same elements in the early 
part of the cycle are obtained for all scales – the cycle merely became enriched at later stages 
with the accumulation of SBs. As the process started at a microphysical level, there were no 
aggregates of the entities in the Universe. Thus, some central features of the cycle, like 
amplification or the turning of circumstances into constraints, may not have played a role in 
“early” universe physics (e.g. in the plasma stage after the Big Bang) before the emergence of 
life, whenever it emerged, because they simply occurred too early in the process. With time, 
the propagation and cascading of SB become more pronounced, but they were either 
peripheral or nonexistent in the early stages of evolution. Yet given the atomic stability that 
derives from the selection of particular symmetry groups, SBs and their persistence in biology 
are essentially on a continuum. In fact, early SB played a role in the formation of life, as it 
enabled low-energy physical laws to emerge. These laws, in turn, enabled the emergence of 
biological complexity.15 Moreover, as discussed above, the parity violations within more 
general astrophysical conditions may have been responsible for the emergence of 
homochirality as the basic block of life on Earth.  
Many authors have noticed a specific feature of all modern cosmological models, including 
the post-1998 “New standard cosmology”, namely that the apparent complexity of matter has 
dramatically increased since the early universe by as much as 120 orders of magnitude or 
more (e.g. Penrose 1989; Treumann 1993; Gough 2008). It is accepted that SB is the source 
of this increasing complexity, although the details remain highly controversial (Ćirković, 
2002; Tegmark, 1996). This could be thought of as one manifestation of the universe 
obtaining more and more structure with the passage of cosmic time. Since this increase is 
                                                 
15 The more we learn about truly fundamental physics (i.e. physics happening at high energies in the very early 
universe), the more we see anthropic reasoning as paramount to the existence and persistence of any biological 
structures (see, for instance, the review by Barnes 2012). 
obviously extremely spatially inhomogeneous (99.99...% of the spatial volume of the present-
day universe is low-complexity intergalactic space), we are entirely justified in searching for 
local peaks of complexity which correspond, to the best of our empirical knowledge, to 
habitable planets like Earth and their biospheres. Such a conclusion poses a new challenge to 
Copernicanism; according to complexity metrics, our location is not random or even typical 
any more. Finally, and most pertinently from the point of view of this paper, the natural 
embedding of the biological SB narrative into a wider cosmological picture points to the 
ultimate origin of biological information. 
4.3  Adaptation and symmetry breaking 
What sorts of questions does the analysis of life in terms of SB answer? What does it tell 
us about life compared, for example, to evolutionary analysis? Can we expect such an 
analysis to provide a general but precise account, with adaptation as one of the factors? 
The amplification of SB by accumulation across scales and the production of another SB at 
an upper level as a result, within the circumstances that eventually turn into steady 
constraints, is bound to act as a major vehicle of adaptation. This requires a more general 
understanding of adaptation than John Maynard Smith’s molecular-level one. Such an 
understanding should establish continuity between SB propagation and procreation. 
How the initial stages of SB leading to the cycle of life occurred affects how adaptive traits 
should be qualified. Ageno (1972) proposed that life might have originally existed in two 
forms, based on either L or D form of amino acids. He attributed the eventual domination of 
the L form to evolution through natural selection and competition. Other authors have 
suggested that codons on the genome display a preference for binding to L-amino acids, while 
certain bioinformatics studies show that the genetic code is correlated with the production of 
D-carbohydrates and L-amino acids.   
On the macroevolutionary level, SBs and associated phase transitions seem to have played 
a key role in the history of life since the Cambrian Explosion. Successive changes of 
macroevolutionary regimes, faunal overturns, and dramatic episodes of mass extinction have 
constituted the constraints relevant for all our insights into the history of life (Jablonski, 
1986). Although the analogy of biological morphospace to the phase space of either classical 
or quantum physics has not been developed in sufficient detail, it seems adequate for the 
purposes of establishing a general argument. In the same manner as phase transitions 
represent sudden and dramatic changes in both the macroscopic properties of the system and 
the form of the relationship between its constituents, the analogous transitions between 
macroevolutionary regimes represent both changes in the global properties of the terrestrial 
biosphere and the switch in the ecological relationships between the constituents (populations 
of organisms). Parts of the biological morphospace become empty and even inaccessible, 
while other parts are suddenly opened.16 These transitions, most clearly associated with mass 
extinctions and the Cambrian radiation, propagate along trajectories set by ecological 
relationships, structurally akin to the phenomena at lower scales (e.g. cascading along food 
chains, forming local “bubbles” and “enclaves”, multiple scales of SB, evolutionary 
innovations, etc.). The analogy with the classical phase space is strengthened by the recent 
realization that evolutionary convergence is ubiquitous for several reasons: observation-
selection effects (Vermeij, 2006), the finite size of viable genomic space (Dryden et al., 2008; 
McLeish, 2015), and the underlying information structure (Davies and Walker, 2016). All 
these developments point in the direction of more stable morphological space whose structure 
                                                 
16 On stability of morphospace of evolution see (Montévil 2018). For a wider discussion of convergente 
evolution see the issue of Interface Focus journal 2015, 5(6):20150039. 
and symmetries are firmly determined by the fundamental principles of physics, ecology, and 
economy. 
We should emphasize that the SB feature of mass extinctions is poignant, irrespective of 
the exact physical causal agents of these events. Many hypotheses have been offered, but 
despite a few better understood exceptions, like the K/Pg mass extinction 65 Myr ago, our 
knowledge of physical and ecological causes remains sorely limited. Yet it is clear that both 
the causes and the impact of these episodes are predicated on our biosphere being an open 
system.17 Speculations about biospheric selection, based on differential survival rates 
(Doolittle 2014; Janković and Ćirković 2016) offer a way of joining the observed features in 
the history of life with the wider issues of theoretical astrobiology. Thus, the inferred features 
of SB on this largest macroevolutionary scales are potentially observable and empirically 
testable in the course of the forthcoming atrobiological research. 
5 Conclusion 
The fundamental biological scale, as a set of properties emerging through SB that remain 
stable trough continuous regeneration, is not the organism but the biosphere. An organism is a 
local biological system that can be characterized by its organizational closure (Montévil et al., 
2016), or by the mutual dependency of its constraints in interaction with its environment. In 
contrast, first, there is an historical contingency of the biosphere (Gould and Vrba, 1982), as a 
                                                 
17 They have also played crucial roles in the evolution of intelligent observers. The second point is important 
because it tallies with the recent attempts (in many fields, from cosmology to the origin of life research) to break 
the hold of the artificial “Archimedean” perspective in which properties of observers are strictly separated from 
properties of the physical universe; the need to account for evolving sufficient functional complexity is manifest 
in evolutionary biology. 
result of the Darwinian principle of descent with modifications.18 Following our view, this 
principle has a functional meaning: the biosphere is essentially a thermodynamic system 
regenerating itself, in a virtuous thermodynamic circle. Without diminishing the importance 
of the stochastic changes in inheritance (namely drift, i.e. neutral theory of molecular 
evolution), these variations  merely dovetail in  this continuous regeneration. Second, there is 
a continuous asymmetric change in every ontogenic trajectory, even if it is counterbalanced at 
the local level by mutual dependency between constraints. For example, mitosis always yields 
different proteome distributions or differences in DNA transcriptions (Montévil et al., 2016), 
RNA translations, or protein expressions, so that symmetries are never preserved.19 
What emerges is a general picture that should be considered, an interface of Darwinism 
and SB-based system analysis. The Darwinist approach is advantageous in defining the 
turning points of circumstances into constraints, while SB-based analysis identifies the 
features of a wider cycle. The latter theory tells us how to put together, in general, seemingly 
different processes; i.e. it identifies the structural traits of life and the biosphere. Life is not 
simply a thermostat controlled by positive and negative feedback (Lovelock and Margulis, 
1974); it is a peculiarly complex process, controlled, on the one hand, by positive regulation 
from a critically extended set of constraints (continuously creating new constraints through 
new SB), and, on the other hand, by negative regulation like natural selection, arising from 
the irreversibility of the functional incompleteness the cascade creates. The complex shape of 
                                                 
18 In fact, the contingency arises as an interplay of “three tiers”: the Modern-Synthetic view of natural selection, 
the structural (formalist) constraints, and a couple of additional processes like the lateral gene transfer. 
19 We suspect that proliferation with variation is also a rule at the ontogenic level, so that if an organism does not 
follow this rule, it is a local biological system, not a global one. Such an assumption is accords with Soto and 
Sonnenschein’s theory of cancer (Longo et al., 2015). 
organization in the biosphere can be characterized as a result of such a process, i.e., the 
association of two antagonistic processes, through which the biosphere evolves. 
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